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Citing Commission Regulation 807 KAR 5i076,
Sect).on 4( 1), for the proposition that requests for intervention
must be made within
30 days of the filing of the utility's
application for rate adjustment, Forest Hills contends that Yaden's
Forest Hills'pplication
was filed with the
request was untimely.
Commission on July 11, 1994. Yaden's request for intervention
was
filed on August 18> 1994.
Iron). cally, Forest Hills'otion
Its
is itself untimely.
motion is an application for rehearing on the Commission's Order of
August 22, 1994. KRS 278.400 requires that such application be
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within

of service of the Order.

20 days
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that the motion was timely made, Commission
5i076, Section 4, does not limit the time to

arguendo
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KAR

to 30 days from the filing of the utility's
application. This regulation merely sets forth the contents of the
utility's notice of the proposed rate change. It contains the same
language found in Commission Regulation 807 KAR 5>011, 8ection 8.
This Commission has yet to interpret either regulation as imposing
time limits on requests for intervention,
Neither regulation is intended to limit the time in which a
Their purpose is to ensure that
person may apply Eor intervention,
interested parties are aware of the need for prompt action,
Pursuant to KRS 278. 180, a utility's request I'or rate ad)ustment
may become effective within 30 days of its filing of s revised rate
request

intervention

schedule unless the proposed rates are suspended.
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the
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timely.

Yaden's request was timely.

5i001, Section 3(8), governs

requires
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only that such requests
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within

37 days

bs

of

278.410( 1) provides that "(s]ervice of s commission order
three (3) days after the date the order is
mailed." The Order was mailed on August 22, 1994.
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Forest Hills has not
schedule.
any procedural
suffered any pre)udice from the timing of radon's
the

request,

to its second motion, Forest Hills

for a protective
for discovery
order on tha grounds that the intervenors'equests
are outside of the period established by Commission Regulation 807
This regulation
provides that "[a]ny
KAR
5<076, Section 6
intervening
party or the Commission shall submit requests for
additional information to the applicant within forty [40) days
Forest
after the application was received by the commission."
Hills contends that, since none of these requests were within the
40-day period, it should be excused from answering them.
First, an intervenor
This argument ignores two key points,
requested a discovery schedule within the 40-day period. Acting in
accordance with Commission Regulation 807 KAR 5>076, Section 8, the
Second, Forest Hills took no
Commission
granted the request,
Its failure to act constitutes a
action to oppose the request.
of the discovery schedule.
waiver to the establishment
Forest Hills also contends that the requests are burdensome,
It fails to
oppressi,ve, and beyond the scope of its application.
Absent such
explain how these requests meet this description.
specificity, the Commission finds that Forest Hills has failed to
demonstrate sufficient cause to grant the motion.
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